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We have been developing a volumetric computing graphics cluster system in the form of a
PC cluster with its rendering and calculation performance enhanced by graphics boards and
dedicated devices. The goal of the system is to perform real-time simulation for a practical
surgical simulator. A space-partition scheme for parallel processing inevitably requires data
communications for both simulation and visualization. We studied the eﬀects of both types of
communications through experiments. On the basis of the results, we discuss a performance
model and propose a performance metric for time-restricted processing. To provide an example, we evaluated our VGCluster system by using the proposed metric. The metric shows the
eﬀect of sustaining scalability by using a dedicated image-composition device.

tion. Here, we evaluate the results and discuss
a performance model and an evaluation metric
for time-restricted processing.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2, we describe previous
work. In Section 3, we discuss parallel processing of simultaneous simulation and visualization. In Section 4, we present the conﬁguration of the VGCluster cluster systems. In
Section 5, we describe our experiments. In Section 6, we discuss the performance model and
a proposed metric. Finally, we present conclusions and ideas for future work in Section 7.

1. Introduction
A wide variety of phenomena, such as motion
of ﬂuids, gases, and climatic variations, lend
themselves naturally to volumetric representation. Large-scale and precise simulations using
volumetric models have been conducted in order to study complex phenomena in the natural
world. In such simulations, the use of interactive simultaneous simulation and visualization
with parameters varying “on the ﬂy” is becoming important for the intuitive understanding
of these phenomena. Such interactivity can put
humans into a closed loop of modeling and simulation, and they can interact to design and
manipulate the model with feedback from visualized results.
The advent of personal computers and network technologies has made PC clusters more
powerful and less expensive. Accordingly, we
have posed the rather naive question of whether
a real-time simulation system with a visualization capability can be implemented by using
traditional PC clusters without any dedicated
hardware for communications. This has been
our primary motivation for this research.
In this paper, we study the eﬀects of communications not only on parallel visualization but
also on parallel simulations in order to develop
a practical surgical simulator that requests processing of a 5123 grid. To study the feasibility
of the ﬁnal goal, we conducted experiments using a deformable model that involves simultaneous processing with simulation and visualiza-

2. Previous Work
In many simulations, supercomputers are
commonly used to compute numerical models.
The numerical results are then forwarded to a
high-end graphics system, such as SGI Onyx,
to be visualized oﬀ-line 1)〜3) . The Earth Simulator 3) is famous for its use of this scheme.
Although traditional supercomputers are extremely powerful for calculations, they are not
suitable for visualizing the simulated results
while steering the simulations by changing the
parameters on the ﬂy. When this is attempted,
the transfer of an enormous amount of computed results creates a bottleneck, causing difﬁculty for interactive simulation and visualization. Interactivity, or real-time operation, is
the most important requirement for intuitive
understanding of simulated phenomena.
GRAPE is a well-known special-purpose
computer for astronomical simulations that
uses dedicated hardware for fast calculation 4) .
The basic idea is to carry out the calculation
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2
of universal gravitation m1r·m
using dedicated
2
hardware. GRAPE can perform fast calculations for some speciﬁc applications in a costeﬀective manner.
In recent years, there has been increasing use
of PC clusters in applications once dominated
by supercomputers. Many papers relating to
this scheme have been published. Although the
ﬁnal goal is simultaneous simulation and interactive visualization, only the the latter has been
implemented for large-scale volumetric data,
because of its relative simplicity. To realize
true interactive visualization, dedicated hardware devices for composition have been proposed 5)〜7) . In particular, Ogata et al.7) evaluate the performance degradation caused by
communications during visualization in a spacepartitioning scheme. There are also reports describing the necessity of dedicated hardware for
image composition in order to realize interactive visualization systems 5),6),8) .
Some experimental systems attempting to realize simultaneous simulation and visualization
have been presented 9)〜11) . The GPU Cluster
uses graphics processing units(GPUs) to accelerate numerical calculations. It achieved simultaneous simulation and visualization for a
480×400×80 Lattice Boltzman model using 30
PCs at 0.32 second/step 9) , and is approaching
the ability to actually solve practical problems.
This might suggest a simple question: “If
we increase the number of PCs, can we then
get enough computational power for simultaneous simulation and visualization at a video
rate?” Few previous papers have evaluated the
communications bottleneck caused by rendering and simulation with a high degree of parallelism. For this paper, we carried out experiments involving bottlenecks caused by communications in both parallel simulation and visualization.

3. Communications for Parallel Processing
For real-time simulation with visualization,
it is necessary and natural to use a parallel
processing scheme. Large-scale PC cluster systems are coming into common use. It is necessary to communicate over a network because
the data to be processed is separated into parts
and stored in each PC. In such simulations,
the communication cost due to network traﬃc
is one of the important issues to be considered
for system performance.
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Fig. 1 Space partition for parallel simulation. The
ghost-voxel slices are exchanged periodically
between adjacent subvolumes.

3.1 Communications for Parallel Simulation
It is also natural to adopt a space-partition
parallel scheme for large-scale real-time simulations, because the memory size of each PC is
limited. In such a scheme, a large simulation
space is separated into small subspaces. We refer to a simulation space as a volume and to
subspaces as subvolumes.
A space-partition scheme inevitably requires
data communications. Figure 1 depicts ghostvoxel slices, or overlapping slices, which hold
copies of adjacent subvolumes. The ghost-voxel
slices have to be exchanged periodically between adjacent subvolumes, i.e. between PCs,
by means of communications. The number of
overlapping slices for a ghost-voxel slice is usually one, but it depends on the simulation.
3.2 Communications for Parallel Visualization
The sort-last parallel-rendering approach 12),13) is the most suitable for a spacepartition scheme.
Figure 2 presents an
overview of the image composition procedure
for sort-last parallel rendering. Each PC has a
subvolume and generates a 2D image. To obtain a ﬁnal image, the composition procedure
is repeatedly applied to pairs of images while
traversing a binary tree from bottom to top. It
is therefore necessary to transfer large amounts
of image data between PCs in order to obtain
the composite ﬁnal image. The amount of data
to be transferred is proportional to the number
of parallel PCs. The transfer of larger images
increases the network load. This greatly decreases the processing speed for parallel visualization, and consequently interactive simulation
and visualization become diﬃcult.
4. Platform for Experiment
Figure 3 presents the VGCluster cluster system used for evaluating the communication cost
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(a) A volume is divided into subvolumes,
and each PC then generates a 2D image
for this subvolume.
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(b) The composition procedure is repeatedly applied to pairs of images while
traversing a binary tree from bottom to
top.

Fig. 2 Parallel rendering in the space-partition scheme.
Table 1 Speciﬁcation of the VGCluster cluster.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Item
The number of PCs
CPU
GPU
Memory
Network
OS
Image composition
device

Speciﬁcations
16 nodes, 1 host
Xeon 2 GHz × 2
Geforce 4
2024 MB
Myrinet: 2 Gbits/s
Linux 7.2, Score 5.0.1
PCI 32/33 MHz

Fig. 3 VGCluster cluster.

for both parallel simulation and visualization.
4.1 VGCluster Cluster Configuration
The system is composed of two VGClusters
with a fast network, Myrinet, and one extra dedicated image-composition device. The
VG-Cluster is constructed from eight-node PCs
with a graphics board on each PC, a single host
PC, and a dedicated image-composition device.
The speciﬁcations and conﬁguration of the VGCluster cluster system are shown in Table 1
and Fig. 4.
4.2 Parallel Rendering with an Image
Composition Device
As the degree of parallelism increases, interprocessor communication quickly becomes a
bottleneck.
Video-rate visualization implemented in software also becomes more diﬃcult with increased parallelism 7) . In order
to solve these problems, we developed an image composition device that accepts eight inputs as a unit and performs pipelining com-

Fig. 4 Conﬁguration of a VGCluster cluster.

position 6),7) . Figure 5 illustrates the dedicated image-composition device, an important
element for reducing the network traﬃc in a
VGCluster cluster system. Figure 6 shows a
block diagram of the image composition device.
As illustrated in Figs. 2 and 4, each node PC is
responsible for generating a 2D partial image
for the corresponding sub-volume. This partial image (a stream of pixels with RGBA val-
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Fig. 5 Image composition device.

Fig. 6 Block diagram of the image composition
device.

ues), along with priority information indicating
closeness to the eye, is transferred to the input
port of the composition hardware via an interface board inserted into the PCI bus.
Subimages transferred to the image composition device from each PC are subject to composition. In the block diagram in Fig. 6, the
composition of two images is repeatedly applied
with an OVER block using priority information. It is a direct implementation of a binary
tree, like the composition in Fig. 2 (b).
An image composed by means of a composition device is loaded into the frame memory of
the graphic board in the host PC via an interface board and is displayed as the ﬁnal image.
The composition device enables simultaneous
processing of simulation and visualization without increasing the network load for parallel processing.
Although the interface boards of the composition device use a low-speed bus and do not
use cutting-edge technology, this does not negatively aﬀect the true purpose of the experiment.
5. Experiments
In this section, we explain in detail an experiment using the VGCluster cluster system
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to evaluate the communication cost of simulation with visualization. There are two experimental conditions, with and without the image composition device. For each condition, the
number of node PCs is varied from 2 through
16 to verify the scalability. When the imagecomposition device is not used (without-C/D
hereafter), i.e., when the conventional method
is used, communication loads associated with
the simulation and visualization are borne by
Myrinet. When the image-composition device
is used (with-C/D hereafter), the load associated with the visualization is borne by the
image-composition device. In our experiment,
we measure the update rate for both cases.
5.1 Simulation Model: Deformation
We used a human head deformation program
to evaluate the communication cost, as shown
in Fig. 7. This deformation requires communication of ghost-voxel slices for simulation and
of images for image composition. The mechanical relationship among the cells is described by
Eq. (1):
f i = − γi ẋi − mi g

xij
,
(1)
−
kij (|xij | − Lij )
|xij |
j
where

f i is the external force for grid i,

xi is the position vector of grid i,
mi is the mass of grid i,
γi is the viscosity at grid i,
kij is the Fuch’s constant between grids i and j,
xij is the vector from grid i to grid j,
Lij is the initial distance between grids i and j.

The ﬁrst, second, and third terms correspond
to the viscosity, gravity, and elastic distortion
for the spring model. The following is the pseudocode of the program:
/*********************************************
/* Cellular automaton for space-partition scheme.
/*
Processing on node.
/*********************************************
For each node n {
∀ Adjacent nodes{
Send and Receive ghost-voxel-slice;
} /*—– End of ∀ adjacent nodes —–*/
∀ Eﬀective grid i {
Calculate fi with equation (1);
} /*—– End of ∀ grid. —–*/
Carry out isosurface generation using the
Marching Cubes method; Draw image;
if ( Without-C/D ) Send image to host;
else
Send image to interface board;
} /*—– End of for each node n —–*/
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(c) Simulated image: defor(b) Communications of a celmation of a head
lular automaton.
Ghostvoxel slices are exchanged between adjacent subvolumes at
each boundary surface of subvolumes.
Fig. 7 Spring model implemented using cellular automaton.

(a) Example of the simulation
space partition scheme. The
space is divided into 8 subspaces with 2 divisions along
each axis.

Table 2 Results of experiment.
Number
of nodes
1
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16

Average update rate: (Hz)
With C/D Without C/D
4.04
4.04
7.35
7.12
12.94
9.12
17.35
9.14
20.62
8.29
23.13
7.10
25.46
6.47
27.41
5.88
28.75
5.26

/*********************************************
/* Cellular automaton for space-partition scheme.
/*
Processing on host.
/*********************************************
{
if ( Without-C/D ){
∀ Node n { / ∗ N ode ∗ /
Receive 2D image data from node;
} /*—– End of ∀ node —–*/
Compose received 2D images from nodes;
} else {
Receive composite image from interface board ;
} /*—– End of if —–*/
Draw 2D image;
}

The number of grids to be simulated is 323 .
Output images are 512 × 512 pixels with full
color. Evaluation is performed by examining
the update rate. The result under each condition was obtained from an average of 10 measurements.
5.2 Results of Experiment
Table 2 presents the results of the experiment. Figure 8 shows the corresponding plots.
We set the video rate to 30 Hz as a target value
for real-time processing. For every number of

Fig. 8 Comparison of the performance of the
composition device and a traditional network.

nodes, “with-C/D > without-C/D” holds true,
demonstrating that the scalability has been sustained by the image-composition device.
Comparison of the highest update rate under each condition yielded a value of 9.14 Hz
for 6 nodes in the without-C/D condition, and
28.75 Hz for 16 nodes in the with-C/D condition, resulting in a diﬀerence of 1.9 times for
6 nodes, or of 5.47 times for 16 nodes. The
experiment proves that combining both communications causes rapid deterioration in the
scalability.
6. Discussion of Performance Model
6.1 Performance Model
Figure 9 depicts the well-known Amdahl’s
law regarding the speed-up ratio with respect to
the number of parallel processors. Any serialization due to data dependencies or I/O bottlenecks limits concurrency and thus the speed-up
ratio. The portion of a computation extended
due to inherent serialization is termed the “Amdahl fraction” of a computation.
Amdahl’s law states that the speed-up ra-
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Table 3 Estimation of parameters in the
performance model of Eq. (2).
No.
1
2
3

Fig. 9 Theoretical limit imposed by Amdahl’s law.

tio is inherently limited to some upper bound
by a characteristic of the process indicated by
the Amdahl fraction, i.e., To /T1 . The speed-up
does not increase above this upper bound with
an increase in parallelism. However, actual experimental results indicate that the speed-up
ratio converges to zero, as it does without a dedicated image composition device, as indicated
in Fig. 8.
The main reason for this discrepancy between
Amdahl’s law and our experiment is the assumption regarding the overhead with respect
to the number of parallel PCs. Amdahl’s model
assumes a simple communications model in
which the overhead is constant with respect to
the number of parallel PCs. This assumption is
not relevant in our case. Although the model is
appropriate for use as a ﬁrst-order approximation of the system, it is not accurate enough for
more precise estimation.
Our proposed performance model is expected
by Eq. (2):
T (p)=T1 r + T1 (1 − r)/p
(2)
+ c(v 2 )(p1/3 −1)+b(m2 )(p−1),
where
T (p)
p
T1
r
c(v 2 )
v
b(m2 )

is the parallel processing time with p PCs,
is the number of PCs; p ≥ 2,
is the processing time on the unit processor,
is the overhead ratio To /T1 or Amdahl
fraction,
is the communication cost for boundary
voxels in the simulation. A volume consists
of v 3 voxels,
is the number of voxels for each axis,
is the communication cost for subimage
in rendering; A screen consists of m2 pixels.

The ﬁrst and second terms in Eq. (2) are the
same as in Amdahl’s model. We introduce
the communication load for simulation and image composition in Eq. (2). The third term,
c(v 2 )(p1/3 − 1), expresses the communication
cost for the exchange of ghost-voxel slices when
the volume is divided into subvolumes. Similarly, the fourth term, b(m2 )(p − 1), expresses

Estimated
parameters
r
c(v 2 )
b(m2 )

T1 = 0.2473 s: Measured value
v 2 = 322 ;
m2 = 5122
With C/D Without C/D
0.078
0.075
0.00082
0.00082
0.0
0.0106

the communication cost for image composition.
Each of the p nodes transfers images to the host
to compose for visualization. The details are
presented in Appendix A.1.
6.2 Performance Metric
The parallel processing eﬃciency factor E(p)
is commonly used to evaluate parallel system
performance. The processing eﬃciency is deﬁned in Eq. (3):
E(p) = S(p)/p .

(3)

The speed-up ratio S(p) is deﬁned in Eq. (4):
S(p) = T1 /T (p) .

(4)

We estimated the parameters in Eq. (2) on
the basis of the experimental results from Table 2, using the least-squares method. Table 3 presents the estimated parameters for the
performance model. In the estimation, we assumed only that the parameter c(v 2 ) is identical in both cases. The mathematically estimated values of the Amdahl fraction r in both
cases are almost identical, as shown in Table 3.
This might be taken as strong evidence that the
model is reasonable.
Figure 10 illustrates the speed-up ratio and
eﬃciency factor of the model with respect to the
number of parallel PCs p with and without the
use of dedicated hardware for image composition. Both metrics are plotted by using Eq. (2)
and the parameters in Table 3. The plotted
curves and the points of the experimental results are almost identical.
6.3 Proposed Metric for Time-restricted Operation
The parallel processing eﬃciency E(p) and
speed-up ratio S(p) are commonly used to evaluate parallel system performance.
Unfortunately, these metrics are not adequate for evaluating our time-restricted system. To obtain a high value of E(p), it is
common to increase the scale of the problem,
which decreases the ratio of the communication load relative to processing. This is a commonly accepted argument for improvements in
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(a) Speedup ratio
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(b) Eﬃciency factor

Fig. 10 Comparing performance between the composition device and a traditional network using a traditional metric. The curves are plotted
in accordance with the performance model. The points are plotted
using experimental results.

(a) Time-restricted achievement factor (TR).

(b) TR with Speedup. For “speed-up”, use left
vertical axis.
Fig. 11 Parallel speed-up ratio and time-restricted achievement factor. The
curves are plotted on the basis of the performance model. The points
are plotted using experimental results.

eﬃciency. Unfortunately, scaling-up the problem size results in longer times for T1 and T (p).
This results in a meaningless improvement in
eﬃciency, since the processing time T (p) becomes farther from the target processing time.
This eﬃciency improvement seems irrelevant to
time-restricted operations. Real-time systems
must complete their processing within 33.3 ms
or 16.7 ms. We need a time-restricted evaluation metric.
The following is the proposed metric. We call
this metric a time-restricted achievement factor
A(p). The factor is deﬁned as follows:
A(p) = (Ttarget /T (p))E(p)
= µS(p)E(p) ,

(5)

where Ttarget is the application-dependent target time and µ is a constant that satisﬁes

Ttarget = µT1 . For example, in our application
Ttarget is 33.3 ms or 16.7 ms. For other applications, Ttarget may be one day, such as in a car
collision simulation.
Figure 11 shows evaluations using the proposed metric and a traditional metric. In the
ﬁgure, we illustrate the performance for a deformation simulation that was intended to perform
simultaneous simulation and visualization over
two cases. In the ﬁrst case, deformation was implemented with no dedicated hardware for image composition; in the second case, dedicated
hardware was used for image composition.
The maximum value of the metric is 0.45 at
around 10 nodes for the with-C/D case. In addition, this high ratio is maintained over a relatively wide range of 6 to 16 nodes. The number
of processors corresponding to the maximum
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value of the time-restricted achievement factor
indicates the critical number of processors. We
can easily identify the critical number of nodes
as 10. In the without-C/D case, the maximum
ratio was 0.18 at around 3 nodes. This high
ratio was maintained only over a very narrow
width. The critical number of nodes is 3. Considering this, the dedicated image-composition
device was very eﬀective for sustaining the scalability, though a mechanism to reduce communications for parallel simulation was necessary
for video-rate operation.
Although in the ﬁgure the eﬃciency ratio
E(p) indicates the tendency described above for
the without-C/D case, it does not indicate this
tendency clearly for the with-C/D case. In the
with-C/D case, the critical number of nodes is
not clear.
7. Conclusion
The higher the computational power, the
larger the number of PCs becomes. The increasing number of PCs aﬀects the communication cost inversely and creates a bottleneck for
both parallel simulation and parallel visualization.
We conducted experiments to study the effects of both kinds of communications. On the
basis of the results, we have discussed a performance model and proposed a new performance
metric. This metric can be used to evaluate
time-restricted operations such as in real-time
systems. On the basis of the observed results,
we demonstrated that communication channels
separate from simulations are eﬀective for realizing simultaneous simulation and visualization
in an interactive manner. Although it is not
a ﬁnal solution, the image-composition device
was eﬀective in sustaining scalability for simultaneous simulation and visualization.
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Appendix
A.1 Performance Model
We will derive the performance model for parallel processing in a space-partition scheme, i.e.
Eq. (2).
If we assume that the volume is separated by
planes, then Eq. (6) is a performance model for
the space-partition scheme.
T (p) = T1 r + T1 (1 − r)/p
+ c∗ (v 2 )Np + b(m2 )(p − 1) , (6)
where
T (p)
p
T1
r
c∗ (v 2 )
Np
v
b(m2 )

is
is
is
is

the parallel processing time with p PCs,
the number of PCs; p ≥ 2,
the processing time on a unit processor,
the overhead ratio To /T1
or the Amdahl fraction,
is the communication cost for boundary
voxels in simulation; a volume consists of
v 3 voxels,
is a number of separation planes for
a volume,
is the number of voxels for each axis,
is the communication cost for a subimage;
a screen consists of m2 pixels.

The ﬁrst and second terms are similar to Amdahl’s model, the third term is the communication cost for simulation, and the fourth term
is the communication cost for image composition. The third term c∗ (v 2 )Np is a direct consequence of the fact that the communications
are performed between subvolumes bisected by
planes.
We assume that the volume is separated by a
plane, so that the following relation between the
number of parallel processors and the number
of separations for each axis will be satisﬁed:
p = (Nx + 1)(Ny + 1)(Nz + 1)
Np = Nx + Ny + Nz

(7)
(8)

Here, Nx is the number of separation planes
along the x axis, Ny is the number along the y
axis, and Nz is the number along the z axis.
We further provide the following inequality
between the arithmetical mean and the geometrical mean.
(Nx+1)+(Ny+1)+(Nz+1)
3
≥ ((Nx +1)(Ny +1)(Nz +1))1/3

(9)
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From Eq. (7), Inequality (9) becomes the following inequality.
(Nx +1)+(Ny +1)+(Nz +1)
≥ p1/3
(10)
3
From the above relation, the performance
model becomes the following inequality:
T (p) ≥ T1 r+T1(1−r)/p
(11)
+c(v 2 )(p1/3 − 1) +b(m2 )(p−1) ,
where 3c∗ (v 2 ) is to substituted for the coeﬃcient c(v 2 ).
If the number of separations is identical for
each axis, then the equality is satisﬁed in Inequality (10) and Inequality (11) becomes the
following equation:
T (p) = T1 r+T1(1−r)/p
(12)
+c(v 2 )(p1/3 − 1) +b(m2 )(p−1) .
T (p) represents the greatest lower bound of the
processing time with p processors.
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